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CIRCULAR

Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) under the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) of Japan is organising the “Sakura Science Exchange Program”, in which young people are invited for short-term stays in Japan in order to broaden their experience in the field of science and technology.

JST invites five (5) students from Anna University under the “Sakura Science University Program 2024”, who are interested in research and exchange for one week program during 08.09.2024 to 14.09.2024 to achieve their aspirants at Japanese Universities. The Japan Science and Technology Agency would bear the entire expenses such as round-trip economy Airfare, Local transport in Japan, Accommodation, meals and Overseas travel insurance.

During the program, participants will have the opportunities to visit Japanese top universities, research institutions and private company, etc. Participants will exchange with Indian and Japanese faculties, researchers as well as university students. They will also participate in Japanese University Forum for Indian students to learn about Japanese universities and education/research systems.

Interested final year Undergraduate, Postgraduate and Research scholars of Anna University, Chennai (CEG, ACT, SAP and MIT campuses) can apply for this Sakura Science Exchange Program. Students can send their detailed application mentioning the current CGPA with their Bio-data forwarded through their Head of the Department to the Director, Centre for International Relations on or before 07th June 2024.
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